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Network function virtualization (NFV) is transforming the 
way networks are designed and deployed in the areas of 
telecommunications, data centers, and enterprise networking. 
Carriers or communications service providers (CSPs) are 
planning to replace their networking hardware with software 
and commodity hardware to radically lower cost, improve 
operational efficiencies, and attain simplicity, agility, 
and velocity.

Additionally, the traditional model of delivering digital services 
through the cloud is rapidly changing as more and newer 
devices arrive on the market. There is an increasing demand for 
more agile features from CSP networks. These devices require 
powerful servers at the edge of the network to deliver low 
latency and computing capabilities. Container technologies, 
particularly Docker, are rapidly being adopted to create 
platforms that meet the new requirements.

To implement unified solutions for such use cases, there is a 
necessity to develop a platform that can perform life cycle 
management of the virtualized or containerized network 
functions (VNFs/CNFs), deploy and manage the virtualized or 
containerized applications, and provide policy management, 
monitoring, and assurance capabilities. It is imperative to have 
a platform that is both application-aware or VNF-aware, and 
aware of the infrastructure capabilities. At the same time, the 
platform should be generic enough to work with a vast variety 
of VNFs across different technology domains.

Capgemini Engineering’s generic VNF Manager platform is an 
extensible, scalable solution that implements VNF/CNF and 
application awareness through a simple programmable plugin 
and broker interface. It provides a rich solution for performing 
service and network function management on multiple 
infrastructure platforms.
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Software-defined networking (SDN) and network function 
virtualization (NFV) are advancing rapidly as carriers push to 
bring “smart networks” to market by leveraging virtualization 
and cloud technologies, including open-source technologies. 
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 
has defined the architecture and use cases for NFV. The 
Management and Network Orchestration (MANO) architecture 
performs the life cycle management of the virtual or container 
network functions (VNFs/CNFs) and applications, and provides 
the capabilities for end-to-end life cycle management of the 
network services. 

Digital applications deployed on carrier clouds are 
being architected as cloud-native applications. They are 
independently deployable, scalable, small, and modular services 
where each service runs a unique process and communicates 
through well-defined interfaces. These are called microservices. 
Docker, an open-source Linux container technology, is viewed 
as a proficient platform for delivering microservices at scale 
along with cluster management open-source software such 
as Kubernetes, Mesos, and Docker Swarm. Based on a survey 
conducted by DevOps.com, the two biggest reasons for the rise 
in container adoption are an increase in developer efficiency 
(39%) and support for microservices (36%)1.

Introduction

1. DevOps.com, Container Market Adoption, 2016
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Challenges and 
questions  

The biggest challenge in the adoption of these technologies 
is that an effective operational model and a clear picture of 
the underlying infrastructure is still being debated. Therefore, 
deploying a complete end-to-end NFV and SDN network – the 
new smart network – could still be a good distance off.

There are a host of questions that need to be answered before 
it is possible to create a roadmap for the smart network, 
including:

• What are the key drivers for the adoption of the 
smart network? Would customer experience be the 
main differentiator?

• What could be the infrastructure view of the solutions? 
What exactly do we mean by a smarter, converged, 
software-defined infrastructure, which is expected to host 
these technologies? Should there be a management and 
orchestration system that can seamlessly deploy smart 
networks across hybrid data centers?

• Poor network performance can negate the advantages of a 
smart network. Where are we on that?

• Would the smart network be as easy to troubleshoot as the 
legacy network? Can it be even better?

• How easy is it to integrate different applications and virtual 
network functions with a management system? Do we have 
to rework the orchestration platform every time a VNF 
is onboarded?

• Multi-vendor solutions and open-source will co-exist. Do 
we need a better, unified monitoring and management 
system to leverage the flexibility provided by the cloud?

• What are the choices we have for providing operational 
flexibility by chaining services? Will orchestrators model 
an intent? Would analytics act as a feedback-engine to 
the orchestrators?

• How easy is it to upgrade the software of the virtual 
network functions?

• How easy is it to upgrade the topology of the deployed 
network service?

• How can the VNF high availability be managed in a 
virtualized or containerized environment? 

The containerized workload management system has its own 
set of challenges and questions, including:

• Are the open-source clustering solutions for container 
hosts production ready? Is it possible to have a single 
management platform to deploy virtual network functions 
and containerized workloads in the carrier network?

• Containerized workloads in carrier networks require 
persistent storage. Are the available solutions 
good enough?

• Scaling is critical and so is the ability to spin multi-container 
applications. Is the platform capable of handling all 
these challenges?
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Capgemini 
Engineering’s 
generic VNF 
Manager platform

The key objectives of the generic VNF Manager platform 
are to simplify the usage and abstract the complexity of the 
underlying platforms and applications.

• There is a need to have a simplified and unified deployment 
and management system for virtual network functions and 
containerized workloads, where the deployment rules and 
infrastructure policies can be managed easily

• Correlating infrastructure, VNFs, and application statistics 
are critical for creating optimized, self-managed VNFs and 
application deployments

• The solution should have VNF and application awareness, 
and this should be programmable and easily extendable. 
An application’s life cycle should be easily specified and 
integrated with well-defined APIs

• The platform should be able to scale a collection of 
applications or virtual functions as a defined service
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The solution is a platform with programmable interfaces 
that can help to build feature-rich MANO solutions at carrier 
grade, supporting both virtualized and containerized network 
functions and workloads. Figure 1 shows the context of 
Capgemini Engineering’s generic VNF Manager platform and 
how it fits into the overall NFV architecture.

The key components of our generic VNF Manager platform 
solutions include:

• Lightweight NFVO functionality that provides the ability 
to define network services through descriptors, cataloging 
of VNFs and applications, virtual links, forwarding graphs, 
and software packages among other things, plus an 
infrastructure policy management interface

• A VNF Manager component that can be made aware of the 
VNF application by integrating it a well-defined interface 
for:

• A NETCONF/REST-based VNF application management 
system for managing faults, performance, and 
configuration of the applications and VNFs, and the VNF 
Manager

• A software integration layer that abstracts the platform 
out  toward multiple infrastructure management solutions 
including OpenStack, VMware, Kubernetes, RedHat 
OpenStack Platform (RHOSP), Wind River Titanium Cloud, 
and OpenDaylight (SDN controller)

• A generic package management interface through 
standard driven OASIS TOSCA specification and that 
through community supported HELM charts for 
containerized network functions

 – Catalog and package management
 – Life cycle management
 – Resource management (towards 
infrastructure)

 – Monitoring of infrastructure and VNF 
applications and the correlation of key 
performance indicators resulting in 
infrastructure scaling and healing
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Figure 1: Capgemini Engineering’s generic VNF Manager platform in the context of NFV MANO architecture
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The solution is a platform framework that provides capabilities 
for programming VNF and CNF applications, infrastructure, 
and container awareness. Additionally, it performs seamless 
management of container clusters, including auto-scaling of 
container hosts (virtualized or bare metal), cluster monitoring, 
and service deployment via containers. Figure 2 describes 
the Capgemini Engineering generic VNF Manager platform 
service architecture. The key programming capabilities are 
implemented through the following well-defined interfaces:

• REST/NETCONF API (Open SDK) and CLI for resource, 
configuration, policy, and life cycle management

• REST and Python APIs for a policy framework where a user 
can define complex policies and correlate VNF-application-
specific monitoring and infrastructure monitoring, and take 
appropriate actions such as scaling, healing, and triggering 
high-availability actions

• VNF/CNF application integration Open SDK for integrating 
VNFs and applications. Through this interface, users can 
define the life cycle states of the application, events for 
state transition, and actions that need to be taken during 
state transitions. This includes API calls through well-
defined, application-centric, protocol agnostic libraries 
called  broken libraries. The life cycle modeling is done 
through an application of VNF metadata

• All interfaces are driven through plugins, which helps in 
easing deployment across a variety of infrastructures

• Additional infrastructure plugins provide the capability to 
provision persistent storage for containerized applications
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Figure 2: the Capgemini Engineering MANO platform service architecture
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Solution 
architecture and 
key features  

The overall solution architecture has well-defined individual 
services that can be integrated with any other similar platform. 
Figure 3 gives an overview of the individual services integrated 
as part of the overall platform.

Each service provides a distinct functionality, including:

• The software integration layer provides plugins for 
configuration and onboarding of network service and 
VNF application catalogs including descriptors, images, 
and packages. The northbound interface provides CLI, 
REST, and NETCONF interfaces to access the platform 
functionality

• The service also hosts infrastructure configuration and 
monitoring plugins towards infrastructure management 
solutions such as OpenStack-, VMware-, and Docker-based 
platforms (e.g., Kubernetes) as well as Open Daylight-
based SDN controllers for service function chaining (SFC)

• The life cycle manager service provides a cataloging 
service and the key functionality of resource management 
and life cycle management towards VNFs and applications

• The VNF application plugin service hosts the VNF 
application life cycle definition such as metadata and VNF 
application broker libraries to configure and manage the 
life cycle of the VNF/CNF applications

• The monitoring management service provides capabilities 
to store monitoring data from both VNF applications 
and infrastructure by leveraging the telemetry of the 
infrastructure and the monitoring interfaces of the 
applications. It provides a complete platform to collect 
data, store it in time-series databases, define policies to 
correlate KPIs and to monitor data, and trigger actions 
based on monitoring triggers. The parameters that need 
to be monitored and stored are defined through the 
service descriptors. The monitoring capabilities have been 
instrumented with Prometheus 

• The self-monitoring service of the platform monitors the 
platform itself. Through an interface, the user can check all 
alarms, counters, statistics, and usage data
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Figure 3: the solution architecture for deploying, monitoring, and scaling VNFs, containerized applications, and microservices
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Capgemini Engineering’s generic VNF Manager platform 
performs container cluster management for services and 
applications deployed in an overlay network across multiple 
container hosts, such as Docker. It provides a simplified 
interface to manage, scale, and monitor container clusters 
and onboard containerized applications. The platform 
leverages the Kubernetes open-source solution to achieve the 
container cluster management and provides value-added and 
simplified management interfaces for application deployment, 
integration, and monitoring with the MANO platform.

Figure 4 provides an example of the different interfaces and 
commands that simplify the management of the container 
cluster in the event of scaling.
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Figure 4: example of scaling and managing container clusters by the MANO platform
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Key features

Infrastructure management support  

• Support for OpenStack Mitaka, Newton, Ocata, Pike, 
Queens, and Stein (HEAT and REST API in southbound) as 
VIM

• Support for VMware (vCloud Director, vSphere) as VIM

• Support for container cluster (with Kubernetes cluster 
manager) creation and management of container host’s 
overlay networking support for resource-less mode (no 
access to VIM)

VNF and application life cycle management and 
integration

• VNF life cycle management: provisioning, instantiation, 
auto-scaling, and auto-healing VNF integration through 
programmable Ve-VNFM interface (VNF integration 
SDK) VNF forwarding-graph implementation through 
OpenStack Neutron APIs

• Descriptors: VNF, network service, virtual links, life cycle 
metadata, logical virtual node (LVN), forwarding graph 
support for REST, CLI, and NETCONF in the northbound 
interface

• Open SDKs for integration with third-party NFVO on the 
Or-VNFM interface

• Policy framework: policy-based scaling and healing. 
Complete policy interface to define custom policies, 
programmable policy using Python Scripts (Policy SDK), or 
REST APIs

• End-to-end service monitoring and KPI correlation engine 
with VIM statistics

• YAML-, JSON-, and XML-based modeling of VNF, virtual link, 
and network service descriptors support for TOSCA Helm 
charts and YANG-based data models

• End-to-end security of descriptors using certificate-based 
key management affinity and anti-affinity VNF deployment

• Advanced platform attribute-based scheduling and 
placement

• Automated scheduled software upgrades for applications 
and VNFs

•  VNF and network service topology upgrade

• Static IP and port allocation

• VNF failure detection, switchover, and recovery

Monitoring and infrastructure policy management

• VNF, application, container cluster, and VIM monitoring

User interface and self-management

• The user interface for service onboarding, infrastructure 
policy onboarding, deployment, and life cycle management

• Generic VNF Manager platform self OAM: KPIs, alarms, 
events. Transfer on northbound via NETCONF
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Capgemini 
Engineering 
differentiators
Our offering provides an enriched MANO platform solution with 
the added flexibility of open interfaces, programmability, easy 
deployment, and policy-driven VNF and VIM monitoring. Key 
features include:

• Single platform for managing and orchestrating VNFs and 
containerized cloud-native applications for NFV and other 
use cases such as edge computing

• The platform can be leveraged for managing large-scale 
container clusters and deploying containerized microservices

• Single-touch application and network function 
deployment VNF and infrastructure-level monitoring 
capability 

• Policy-based KPIs and analytics. KPI correlation through 
the rule’s engine

• Open APIs for integrating applications, VNFs, OSS, and 
infrastructure managers with programmability

Open standards with no vendor 
lock-in

Extensible architecture based on 
plugins

Automated management VNF high availability, multi-cloud, 
and service chaining

Unique programmable integration 
with vendor VNF applications

Monitoring and analytics

Compliant with the ETSI NFV 
Management and Network 
Orchestration

Native support for open standards 
such as Kubernetes and OpenStack

Network functions 
virtualization ISG (NFV)

Modular architecture and easily 
extendable over multiple clouds and 
operator NFV orchestrators

Complete life cycle management 
automation with easy integration 
with operator NFVO through plugins 

VNF auto-configuration using REST 
or NETCONF

VNF high availability configuration 
including load balancing

OpenDaylight and OpenStack native 
service function chaining

Multi-virtual infrastructure manager

Support including OpenStack, 
Kubernetes, and VMware

Unique programmable interface for 
fast integration and rapid 
prototyping of vendor’s virtual 
network functions

End-to-end service monitoring, 
policies, and VNF KPI correlation 
engine with VIM and VNF statistics 

Analytics for fault and performance 
management

Full programmable interface for 
complex policies

Figure 5: overview of the six key advantages of the Capgemini Engineering generic VNF Manager platform
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Framework 
datasheet

Virtual infrastructure manager

System requirements

Scalability and high availability

Scalability and high availability

OpenStack Pike / Queens / Stein / Victoria, VMware vCloud Director 8.10/8.20, 
vSphere6.0, Kubernetes 1.16

Linux version Ubuntu 18.04 / 20.04 or RHEL 7.2 / 7.3 / 7.4 / 7.5

Server or VM for MANO 
framework

64-bit x86 processor with Intel-VT hardware virtualization supporting a minimum 
of four cores, recommended eight cores for full monitoring support

RAM Minimum of 16GB (preferable 32GB) RAM

Storage Minimum of 32GB, recommended 256GB of storage

Network interface One Gbps

Managed VNF instances per VNF 
Manager instance

Tested and verified: 600 VNF instances. Target: 1024 VNF instances

High availability VNFM database clustering (Galera MariaDB cluster)
Active: Active

Number of users 20

Number of concurrent users 10

Total number of active and 
deployed network services

100

Total number of active NFVI-POP 
managed by single VNFM 
instance

10

CPU 8 vCPUs

RAM 16GB

Storage 80GB

Observation period 24 hours

VNFs deployed 200 (with two monitoring 
parameters per VNF instance 
in VNF descriptor) 

Test results

Average CPU 
utilization

20%

Overall memory 
utilization

10 GB

Overall hard disk 
utilization

14.49GB
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About Capgemini Engineering

Capgemini Engineering combines, under one brand, a unique set of strengths from across the Capgemini Group: 
the world leading engineering and R&D services of Altran – acquired by Capgemini in 2020 - and Capgemini’s digital 
manufacturing expertize. With broad industry knowledge and cutting-edge technologies in digital and software, 
Capgemini Engineering supports the convergence of the physical and digital worlds. We help clients unleash the 
potential of R&D, a key component of accelerating their journey towards Intelligent Industry. Capgemini Engineering 
has more than 52,000 engineer and scientist team members in over 30 countries across sectors including aeronautics, 
space and defense, automotive, railway, communications, energy, life sciences, semiconductors, software, and internet 
and consumer products.

For more details, contact us:

www.capgemini-engineering.com
Write to us at:

engineering@capgemini.com
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